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More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

LOMA MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK (LMNP), KOINADUGU AND FALABA DISTRICTS
Our work with Turing Foundation continues. On the 1st of October, part of the TCOP team
embarked on a trip to Loma to conduct a training with the eco-guards, distribute livelihood
support and equipment, as well as monitor the progress of the secondary school building.
The eco-guard training session served to provide a refreshers course on SMART/Cybertracker to record the type and coordinates of both wildlife sightings and human, including illegal,
activities - and introduce a new monitoring application, Gaia GPS - used to map the route of the
patrols walked. Both apps work offline. With 21 eco-guards now in place from 21 communities
ringing the Park in the buffer zone, there is the task of acquiring, circulating and sharing patrol
data. The next step, of data transfer to our Tacugama HQ, ideally requires internet access, which
is both localised and erratic around Loma, whilst file transfer is not familiar to everyone. Our
training visit included defining a network of WiFi hotspots and competent smartphone
operators, including our staff from the National Protected Area Authority who are the key end
users of much of this data, in particular where the follow up is law enforcement. Transport to
monthly Lomos (local markets) should enable eco-guards to meet at data transfer locations and
transfer with WhatsApp. Undoubtedly there will be teething problems and troubleshooting, but
it will be exciting to see how this system delivers.

Post eco-guard training in Konombaia axis

Eco-guards performing a practical test

Post eco-guard training in Mansonia axis

Training session
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LOMA MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK (LMNP), KOINADUGU AND FALABA DISTRICTS
The team also distributed livelihood support to the 21 communities we are working with, in
total we delivered 84 bushels of groundnut seeds. The livelihood intervention into communities
is mainly to encourage the forest users, who are farmers, to avoid the park by focusing their
attention on farming activities in communities instead. Additionally, the team distributed
shovels, pickaxes, mattocks and head pans to each community.

Kania tree planting team receiving seeds on behalf of
the community

Farmer group in Keimadu receiving their seeds

During the visit trip, the team enquired communities how past delivery of seeds had impacted
their community. The local community people shared that in many instances they had been able
to save some money towards the community bank! We were delighted to hear
this news and know that our work is having a positive impact.
We would also like to say a big thank you to all our donors during the Giving
Day for Apes Campaign who donated towards the continuation of our work in
Loma. A special thanks to the Irish Embassy in Sierra Leone for their generous contribution!

BUILDING OF A
SECONDARY SCHOOL
The building of the secondary
school is very almost complete!
A few more accessories will
adorn the school, but for now
the classes have began with 50
students and 5 teachers. The
school is equipped with furniture
and the students have uniforms.
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TCOP visiting the new school and selection of furniture
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OUTAMBA KILIMI NATIONAL PARK, BOMBALI DISTRICT
Our project in collaboration with the Wild Chimpanzee Foundation is looking at forest
conservation, biodiversity and livelihoods in and around Outamba Kilimi National Park, Kuru Hill
Forest Reserve and an equivalent area in Guinea.
A first task was to look at the IUCN Red List. Which species do or may occur in the study area
and are of the highest threat category, and understanding of their status in the area therefore
being of priority for the project.
One surprise was that of the 63 Threatened (Critically Endangered, Endangered and Vulnerable)
species whose ranges overlaps the project area, 25 are fish. The rivers of this region seem to be
a centre of endemism for fish, but very little is known of their distribution and ecology. Future
posts will describe how the project will acquire and use this information. The rapidly advancing
technology of species’ DNA barcodes acquired from environmental DNA is likely to be a key tool.
This project will launch officially in November, and from there we will begin the work on the
ground!

Inside Outamba Kilimi National Park
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WESTERN AREA PENINSULA NATIONAL PARK (WAPNP)
Much biodiversity monitoring requires small, repeated effort across multiple sites, without
which it is impossible to know the global trends for species, which in turn sets the IUCN Red List
categories and so directs global conservation funding and effort.

An important step in this is the sharing of data. Tacugama has begun this for bird observations
made during routine walks by our bird team and birds caught on camera traps. We are
uploading data to the birdLasser app, which is linked to the African Bird Atlas Project, run out of
the University of Cape Town in South Africa and for which Sierra Leone is a participating
country.
Identifying birds from camera trap images can be challenging and is easier with video images.
There was however no mistaking a group of Grey-headed Capuchin Babblers, a West African
endemic. This becomes the third bird species classified as Vulnerable to be resident in the Park,
along with White-necked Rockfowl (better known as Picathartes) and Yellow-Casqued Hornbill.
Single observations may seem unimportant, but for example cumulative observations, each
with accurate coordinates, across countries can be used to help define the species’ niche, or
habitat requirements. Such data is a strength of the burgeoning African citizen science.

Ranger capacity building at Tacugama

This month,TCOP re-began capacity building sessions for the rangers
stationed at Tacugama. The first session was an introduction to Gaia
GPS and a re-freshers training on SMART (data collection was
suspended previously due to the rainy season and land grabbing
issues). These are exciting times for us as we set up a modern data
collection system across all the 5 districts we work in!
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JAIBUI ISLAND, PUJEHUN DISTRICT
In October 2021, a staff member of the TCOP team together with 4 Tacugama community ecoguards carried out a primate survey along 21 systematically placed line transects in Jaibui
Island. The goal of the survey was to determine the population status of three threatened
nonhuman primates - Chimpanzee, Diana monkey, and black and white colobus monkey were
confirmed to be living within the Island. It took the survey team a duration of two weeks to
walk all 21 transect while conducting recce walks moving from one transect to another. The
collected data have been collated for analysis and findings will be reported in due course.
Prior to the survey, a training day was conducted for the team on the methods and techniques
for surveying primates on transect lines. The local biomonitoring technicians were trained on
the use of basic survey equipment related to the research. It went well, with all technicians
being confident and knowledgeable about the entire survey process and protocols!

Training Session at the Research Station in Kambama
Village

Recording wildlife sightings with
GPS devices

Black and white colobus monkey
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ROOTS & SHOOTS
On the 7th of October 2021, TCS held a
“Welcome Back” Roots & Shoots session for
the Lion Pride FC at Tacugama. The purpose
of this meeting was to re-connect with the
footballers,
thank
them
for
their
participation the previous year and motivate
them to continue in the program this year.
TCOP organized a guided tour for the
footballers, conducted a few fun icebreaker
activities and delivered a short pptx
presentation, explaining the roots of Roots &
Shoots and show that it is a movement
running across the world.

The Roots & Shoots participants ranking the project objectives

As October was an introductory month, the next two sessions were “Team-building” and “Our
Goals”. During the Team-building session, we played different games to get the team to open
up with the TCOP staff. TCOP also stated a few sentences for which the footballers had to
state whether they agreed or disagreed, and we chose a few members to justify their choice.
The sentences stated related to leadership, conservation, environment and Sierra Leone’s
National Animal.
The Our Goals meeting served to deepen the participants' familiarity with the program's
goals, as well as to encourage participants to formulate personal achievements. The group
was split into smaller groups, each asked to rank the program's objectives according to their
importance. The groups were asked to debate and reach a joint decision and eventually
present and explain the selection. The activity led to an in-depth discourse.
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CHIMPANZEE NATIONAL ANIMAL AWARENESS AND PROTECTION CAMPAIGN
(CNAAPC)
One outreach project that is gaining more relevance over the months is the Chimpanzee
National Animal Awareness and Protection Campaign. Just as Rwanda has an entire
population proud of mountain gorillas, which has helped reversed the species’ fate from a
decreasing population to an increasing population, our goal over the next few years is to
bolster national pride towards the critically endangered western chimpanzee.
During October we began working on a strategic plan for this national animal campaign,
alongside GLOBIO, a media film crew that are partnering with Tacugama on this project. The
majority of activities aimed at increasing knowledge and pride towards the Chimpanzee will
begin in January 2022, with a few introductory
events before-hand. Stay tuned!

BILLBOARDS IN FREETOWN
With support from PASA, TCS is erecting three
billboards around the Western Area District (which
is home to 20% of the population of Sierra Leone)
to raise awareness about the chimpanzee, Sierra
Leone’s National Animal.
In October, TCOP conducted pre-billboard
interviews around the Governmental Youyi
Building to gain insights into the public’s level of
awareness and understanding of the status of the
chimpanzee, before two billboards were erected
on the 22nd of October, one about bushmeat and
the other about the status of the Chimpanzee.
Only 25% of people were aware that the
Chimpanzee is the National Animal of Sierra
Leone. 23% were not sure, 19% said lion and 15%
said monkey. Other answers were pig, sheep, cow,
elephant, dog, cat, parrot and tiger. Almost half of
the people interviewed were not
aware it is illegal to keep chimpanzees
as pets.
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Billboard depicting the link between the
consumption of bushmeat and zoonotic diseases

TCOP team conducting interviews
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TONKOLILI CHIMPANZEE PROJECT, TONKOLILI DISTRICT

Mananie community in Tonkolili District

During October, the TCOP team dedicated time to the planning of the new Tonkolili
Chimpanzee Project (TCP). We are creating a time plan of activities we wish to conduct that will
empower the 5 communities previously working with Dr. Andrew Halloran. Now the TCP has
become a collaborative project with Tacugama, whereby we will be working on providing
livelihood support to the 5 communities, environmental education and further building
capacity of eco-guards venturing into the forest to research the wild chimpanzees.
The next planned trip will be in November during which we will finish collecting community
profile data, distribute livelihood support and begin environmental education efforts in
primary schools. Watch this space!

MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS
Tacugama collaborated on a scientific article published
in October, titled “Range-wide indicators of African
great ape density distribution”. You can read the full
article here! In addition, Tacugama featured on one of
Israel’s biggest newspapers - Haaretz Magazine –
through eco-tourism manager, Kareen Zabow, who
shared her experience working at the sanctuary.

New publications!
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VETERINARY
QUARANTINE AREA:
INTEGRATIONS
In early October Leo (male, 3.5 yo) continued his integration with Chicken (female, 4 yo),
however he was still very rough with her even through the mesh and unfortunately, she ended
up being a bit afraid of him. The team then decided to stop that integration and try instead
Chicken with MJ (male, 3,5 yo) and Lungi (male, 3 yo) since they may be gentler with her.
In order to start the integration, MJ and Lungi needed to be transferred and swapped with Leo
since his enclosure has a tunnel favouring a slow approach between individuals. Despite the
.fact that MJ and Lungi are infants and allow the care staff and the vets to approach them, they
are still psychologically traumatised and do not allow much handling - they had to be sedated in
order to be transferred.

MJ sedated hugging Lungi

Lungi sedated hugging MJ

Fortunately, Leo allowed the team to relocate
him without any sedation procedure and the
movement was very fast!!
After this relocation, the only thing left was to
wait until Chicken’s last health check to start
the integration between them.

Currently due to some maintenance work
needed in Chicken’s enclosure MJ, Lungi and
Chicken’s integration has been postponed a
few days but the team hopes to be able to start
with this long-awaited process.
Esther, care staff in quarantine area transferring Leo from one enclosure to another.
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VETERINARY
HEALTH CHECKS
Chicken (female, 3yo) had her 3rd (and last) health
check scheduled by mid-September. In this occasion
she was tested for the second time for tuberculosis
and she received her booster vaccines against
tetanus and polio. Part of the health check involves
faecal analysis and in this occasion eggs of
hookworms were observed so deworming was
carried out.

Hookworm egg seen on microscopic
examination of Chicken’s stool sample.

Technical Note
The Intradermal Tuberculin Skin test (TST) is a recommended method of monitoring
tuberculosis in primates and it involves the injection of bovine and avian purified proteins into
the skin of the eyelid. The animals need to be observed under good lighting for inflammatory
reactions in the site of injection at 24, 48 and 72 hours post inoculation. PASA indicates that
primates undergoing a quarantine period should get the TST at least twice with a minimum
time of 6 weeks in between.
NURSERY

DIARRHOEA OUTBREAK
In early October the babies in the Nursery
area suffered from diarrhoea. Ferenkeh
(female 4,5yo), was hard to medicate in the
beginning because she detected the
medication and did not want to take it, but
after trying different methods and food
items finally managed for her to drink her
medicine. Likewise Brown (male 3.5yo) did
not take his meds when his diarrhoea
initiated but his overall condition worsened,
he was weak, dehydrated and did not want
to eat so he had to be sedated to avoid him
getting sicker. He received intravenous
fluids, amino acids, glucose and antibiotics.
The care staff and vet team offered a wide
variety of ingredients so he could start
eating as soon as possible and receiving his
meds. In addition, the vet team transferred
Ferenkeh to another enclosure and that
seemed to have helped a lot too.
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Ferenkeh

Pinworm observed in faecal sample in the nursery
area
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VETERINARY
NURSERY
Diarrhoeas disappeared for a while in the
nursery area but after some time the vet
team started seeing them again so they kept
analysing the stools and found a roundworm
called pinworm in one of the samples.
Deworming was carried out in all the nursery
area and it will be repeated in two weeks.
The care staff and the vet team also got
dewormed since these parasites can be
transmitted to humans and humans can
transmit the parasite to the chimps as well.

Care staff from the nursery area, quarantine area and
vet staff with their own deworming medication

Technical Note
Pinworm infection is one of the most common types of human intestinal worm infections
caused by Enterobius vermicularis. In chimpanzees the species of pinworm that usually affects
them is Enterobius anthropopitheci, however the scientific literature reports that Enterobius
vermicularis can also infect chimpanzees and cause disease. Transmission of diseases from
animals to humans are called “zoonotic” and the type of transmission of diseases from
humans to animals are termed “anthropozoonotic”. Helminthiases (worm infection) by
pinworm can have both types of transmission.
NEW MEMBERS IN THE NURSERY AREA

Leo in his new enclosure at the nursery area
looking interested and trying to reach to Tom
and Nico in front of him.

In late October, since Leo had already been
cleared from tuberculosis and his quarantine
period had already finished, he was moved to the
recently vacant enclosure that Brown and Solo
were previously using. Now Leo’s integration
process can begin with some members of the
nursery area, exciting new adventures are
awaiting for him and hopefully he’ll make lots of
new friends.

Ferenkeh (female, 4.5yo) and Lazar Ceasar (male 3.5yo) were integrated with the rest of the
big group of babies sooner than expected. That allowed Brown to be closely monitored while
sick and treated, he was kept with Solo so he could have company. After Brown recovered we
started integrating both of them gradually with the members of the big group of babies. Now
they are all together fully integrated, enjoying going out to the forest enclosure and Brown has
gained a lot of confidence ever since!
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VETERINARY

New Tacu-mom, Mus & her newborn baby

ADULTS
There’s a new member in Tacugama!! Mus (female, 10yo) gave birth on the 2nd of October.
The vet team was expecting the birth to occur in November or December according to the
estimations. Nevertheless, it was a very exciting moment for everyone, chimps and humans
here at the Sanctuary. At the beginning the team was worried because Mus had not been seen
cleaning her baby and the baby had not been seen moving. Just before the team had to
intervene (considered as the last resort), the baby was seen grabbing her mom - what a relief!!
Ever since, Mus’ baby has been doing well, suckling, sleeping, vocalising (even since the first
day!) and growing.

Mus reaching out to touch Milo while Molly is carrying
him
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Currently Molly (female, 10yo) is keeping
Mus company. It is good for Mus to
observe and learn some aspects of
motherhood from Molly and Milo. In
addition, they both can keep each other
company while Mus’ baby grows enough
to be presented to the rest of the group.
The team still has not been able to
determine the sex of Mus’ baby because
she keeps the baby between her legs, but
hopefully this will be able to be
determined soon. In the meantime, the
team is thinking possible names for both
sexes.
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VETERINARY
IMPLANT REPLACEMENTS
This month two resident females received their
implant replacement, Bidi (female, 17 yo) and Tombo
(female, 15 yo) both from New C group. As they were
put under anaesthesia they also underwent a
complete health check and sample taking, the vet
team determined both seemed very healthy.
Technical Note
Body measurements are called biometrics and are
usually collected within the context of individual
identification and for assessing health and wellness.
The gathered information of every individual's
physical characteristics includes the weight and body
size over time.

Morie, head of the care staff getting the final
body measurements of Tombo before
reversing the anesthesia.

Kouze (now with scars in his mouth, left ear and hands) back in the outdoor enclosure of “High Security”
group.

FOLLOW UP ON POST-ESCAPE INJURY MANAGEMENT IN “KOUZE”
Fortunately, Kouze’s (Male, 17 yo) wounds have healed completely after surgical and long-term
medical treatment. In early October he started his gradual integration with the females of his
group. Some of them were very happy to see him and even hugged him when they were
reunited. After the successful integrations Kouze was more than eager to go outside and finally
that day arrived. When outside he made lots of displays and made sure all surrounding chimps
knew he was “back in the neighbourhood”.
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CAPACITY BUILDING
The training of the new care staff is very important because they have to be prepared for
emergency situations such as animal escapes. This month we did a training session for blow
pipe darting. The training involved dart preparation and blowing through the blow pipe to
shoot the dart in the target. The new staff discovered that they needed more than good aim to
do that! This also served as a refresher for the rest of the staff members and in the end
everyone had fun while learning and practicing.

Chimpanzee model for practice
made of cardboard

Esther Mokuwa, care staff member of the
quarantine area practicing blow darting

Care staff members after blow dart
training session

The vet and care staff team performed a security drill: a simulation of a chimp escape. By the
end, a Q&A session was conducted to clarify doubts. It is important all staff know the
procedures for such situations and that everybody knows their roles and work together in the
best possible way to minimize risks for the personnel and the animal(s) involved.
Technical Note
As part of the security protocol many institutions with wildlife perform animal escape drills. A
drill is an exercise to rehearse actions that respond to an emergency situation. Most common
drills are practiced in schools and offices and can include fire drills, non-fire evacuations, etc.

ENRICHMENT
This month the chimps decided to be festive
and had a very thematic enrichment session
with jack-o-lanterns filled with nutritious
ingredients like cabbage, carrots and tomatoes.
In addition, pumpkin is not only tasty but also
very healthy containing vitamins, minerals and
fibre. The chimps had a lot of fun eating them,
with some using the pumpkins as drums or balls
before starting to eat them as well.
Tacugama’s friends from Globio visiting the
sanctuary helped the team with their expertise
in pumpkin carving!
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Gerry and Meg from Globio, Nuria (MSc researcher
and volunteer) and Morie (head of the care staff)
carving pumpkins.
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CHIMPANZEES NUTRITION SUMMARY

OCTOBER 9 DAY NUTRITION SUMMARY CHART
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Summary of the amount of food given to the 106 resident chimpanzees during 9 days of
October. **Unfortunately, due to logistic and human resources the data collection of this
month was not complete, therefore the team is presenting only the information of the days
that the data was registered.**

TCS BODY CONDITION (n=106)

Malnourished

0

Underweight

2

Ideal

104

Overweight

0

Obese

0

Breakdown of the body condition
scores of the 106 chimpanzees

Body Condition
Malnourished
Underweight
Ideal
Overweight
Obese

Score
1/5
2/5
3/5
4/5
5/5

The score, out of 5, for each type of body condition

Underweight
Camila

F

Quarantine

Solo Jr

M

Nursery

The chimpanzees with a non-ideal body score

Technical Note
This month there were less underweight infants. This is associated to the gradual resolution of
the malnourishment state in which many of the babies arrive. They suffer from a weak immune
system and the cold and humid environmental conditions in the rainy season favour the
apparition of common colds. This makes the individuals use more energy to fight against those
diseases, hindering their nutritional recovery.
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DONATIONS
Tacugama is very grateful to The Jane Goodall Institute for its generous donation that
included an x-ray plate and a laptop computer with special software for digital imaging. These
definitely allow a more detailed and precise observation of the patient tissues, allowing in
turn a better and faster diagnosis process.

A digital x=ray machine was donated by JGI

Tacugama really appreciates the efforts of our friends at
Monarto Safari Park for their campaign at their zoo to
raise funds for the sanctuary during October. Thank you
for your support!
Additionally, we are continuously grateful with City
Supermarket for their support with carboard, containers
and plastic bottles to keep on with our enrichment
program.

Thank you Monarto Safari Park!

VOLUNTEER TESTIMONIAL
“My name is Leeon, I came from Israel to volunteer at
the Tacugama Outreach Department. I am a graduate
student in international development and community
management. When I learned about the community
work done by Tacugama, I knew that I wanted to
come and be a part of it.
Tacugama believes that in order to bring long-lasting
change, that will ensure the safety of chimpanzees
and the environment, we have to work with the
people, and so do I. I believe that people are our most
significant resource, the generators of change in our
Volunteer Leeon, bottom right
communities.
I'm currently active on some of our educational programs, developing content for young
leadership programs meant to empower and educate the next generation of environment
protectors. I am also assisting with research and evaluation efforts designed to make sure that
the projects are reaching full capacities and best serving the communities. I feel fortunate to
have had this opportunity and honored to be a part of the Tacugama family.”
If you want to volunteer with us check out: https://www.tacugama.com/volunteer/ !
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GIVING DAY FOR APES
Fundraiser events for Giving Day for Apes
Giving Day for Apes was a big success for
Tacugama. We we could not be happier
with the results. We raised more funds
than what we had originally set as a goal
and for that we are extremely grateful to
you!
We could not have done that without the
support of 3 restaurants which organized
a fundraiser to support Tacugama in this
campaign: 2 are in Sierra Leone and 1 all
the way in Israel.
Thank you Mango Peak, Gigibonta, 416
TLV and everyone who supported
Tacugama in this campaign!
This year we have decided to dedicate the
campaign to raise funds to continue
protecting Loma Mountains National
Park’s critical chimp population and
safeguarding the Park’s rich biodiversity.

Thank you to all our hosts during Giving Day for Apes
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Recent equipment purchases thanks to GDFA
Funds!
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CONFERENCES
During October, director and founder of Tacugama Mr. Bala
Amarasekaran attended a conference hosted by the Ministry
of Tourism introducing their new vision and angle to attract
tourists to Sierra Leone. One of the main aspects is focusing
on the chimpanzee, the National Animal of the country.
Tacugama is happy to be part of the rebranding of the
Ministry!

Tacugama is happy to work with the Ministry of Tourism

New website landing page for the Ministry
of Tourism

CONGRATULATIONS
We want to say a Big Congratulations to
wildlife photographer Renato Granieri,
who won a variety of different awards
during October, including the runner up
prize for the portfolio category in
national geographic traveller Uk
competition, with his photographs of the
Sorbengi Oyster Women. Additionally,
he won a 1st prize and runner up in
different categories within the Wildlife
Vets
International
Photography
Competition.

One friend of Tacugama, Renato Granieri, was awarded first place
in the Wildlife Vet International Photography Competition! He
also won runner-up in other photography competitions
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ECO-TOURISM
During the month of October, many people visited the sanctuary on our daily tour. October
was also a very busy month with different fundraising events to cover the care of the 106
resident chimps.

Instructor Julia Emes

2-3/10 Mindfulness
Course with Julia Emes

The mindfulness for stress course took place at Tacugama’s Yoga Platform in a retreat format.
The retreat was facilitated by Breastworks accredited mindfulness trainer, Julia Emes and
included a stay in our eco lodges, meals and guided walks.
VSL Hike 10.10
38 people joined VSL to a hike up to Tacugama from IMAT .
The group enjoyed a breakfast feast in the forest followed
by a sanctuary tour to witness the resident chimps and learn
more about Sierra Leones National Animal, the chimpanzee.

VSL hike up to Tacugama

29/10 Halloween Movie Night
For Halloween we had a special
movie night when we showed
the Adams Family, a costume
competition and a TACU FEAST.
We hosted a Halloween-themed movie night!
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TACUGAMA NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT
Stay tuned to our upcoming Christmas
Campaign and see how you can continue
to support Tacugama from abroad!
If you are based in Sierra Leone, we also
invite you to join us on the 3rd of
December for our legendary Curry Night,
and to our Christmas Market at Mango
Peak on December 5th ! All proceeds
raised from upcoming events will go
directly towards the care of the 106
chimpanzees.
If you need more information don’t
hesitate
to
contact
us
at
info@tacugama.com.
We are grateful to all your support –
thank you!

NEW CAMPAIGN: GIVING TUESDAY

Stay tuned to our Upcoming Campaign for Black Friday, Cyber Monday and
Giving Tuesday! This year we will give you the exciting option to gift something that
does not add clutter, promotes conservation and keeps giving. Eyes pealed!
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A Big Thank you to all our Sponsors and
Partners who assist Tacugama in being
more than a chimpanzee sanctuary!

www.tacugama.com

@tacugama

@tacugama

@salonechimps

@tacugamacop

@salone4chimps

@tacugama

@salone4chimps

You’re just a click away from more regular updates
Check out our Facebook page, Instagram accounts (Sanctuary and
Outreach), as well as our Twitter page to stay in the loop about
everything Tacugama!

www.tacugama.com

